
Directions to the Hotel 

 

From the port tunnel:  

Once you come out of the tunnel, keep driving you’ll go through 4 sets of traffic lights – at 

the 4th set there will be a yahoo building in front of you on the right hand side of the road, 

there your turning right and the car park is almost an immediate left after. 

 

From East Wall Road/ Ballybough Area, North Circular Road:  

Drive start down Seville place road – you will come to a small church on the right hand side 

there your turning left to go over a bridge at a railway station driving straight down the road 

(sheriff Street) and the car park is at the end to the right.  

 

Currently with road works - Drive start down Seville place road – you will come to a small 

church on the right hand side there your turning left to go over a bridge at a railway station 

driving to the traffic lights, turning right at the traffic lights. At the next set of traffic lights 

turn left and drive down the luas tracks (yes its allowed) turning left at the next set of lights. 

Going down castleforbes road past the spar shop and turning right at the end of the road 

and the car park is just before the lights on the right.  

 

From the Quays: 

Straight drive down the river until the very end you will see the three arena on the left and a 

roundabout in front of you taking the first left – drive to the first set of traffic lights you’ll 

turn left there with the yahoo building beside you and the car park is just around to the left.  

From the east link toll bridge:  

Once you come through the toll bridge follow the road around to the right, when you come 

to the roundabout where you can see the three arena in front of you on the left drive 

straight through the roundabout - drive to the first set of traffic lights you’ll turn left there 

with the yahoo building beside you and the car park is just around to the left.  
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